Australia’s First Legal Separation
Agreements Finalised with Arti7cial
Intelligence
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Melbourne– April 17, 2018– In an Australian first, online family law firm; Separate
Together, has partnered with Neota Logic to create an artificial intelligence (AI) platform
that revolutionises finalising formal legal separation agreements.
The platform transforms the provision of traditional family law legal services in Australia
by creating the draft legal document to have separating couples’ agreements about the
division of assets, debts and superannuation formalised in a way that is recognised
under the current Family Law Act 1975 (Cth).
Link to the App
Neota Logic is the creator of a leading AI-driven platform for the intelligent automation of
expertise, workflow and documents. By using AI, this essential separation document can
be created by the user immediately, at an affordable price and can ultimately save
couples from having to engage a lawyer altogether.
“The idea came after I recognised that there is an increasing trend in separating couples
reaching an agreement without going to court, and more than 90 percent of litigated
family law matters are resolved before trial with again, couples reaching an agreement.
Here at Separate Together, we are all about continuing to streamline the separation
process by providing accessibility to quality family law legal services at a reasonable
price,” said Director, Siobhan Mullins.
Separate Together also provides high quality legal services and consultations all through
their online platform, which allows for them to offer their services at a lower price point.
“I am passionate about making the law even more accessible to everyday Australians, by
streamlining the process of drafting legal documents by using modern technology. I hope
this is just the beginning for the use of new technology in Australian law firms to help
individuals in tough situations,” concluded Ms Mullins.
About Separate Together

For more information visit https://separatetogether.com.au
Media Inquiries:
Siobhan Mullins – (02) 6100 3629
About Neota Logic
Neota Logic delivers artificial intelligence software that makes doing business easier.
Our AI software platform and reasoning engine enable our clients to automate their
expertise intelligently at internet scale through applications accessible 24/7, and to
improve business decisions while reducing risks and costs. For more information,
visit http://www.neotalogic.com.
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